HOW TO DEVELOP NETWORKS AND PARTNERSHIPS
Facilitated by Mog Piasecka B.Soc.Sci; M.Bus (Mkt)

Aim:
Provide an interactive forum at which professionals can discuss the purpose of networking,
identify areas of concern and develop personal strategies and indicators of success.

Learning Objectives:
•

•

Participants will gain an understanding of the ‘history’ of networking, leading to its
evolution as a recognised skills and ultimately a necessity for today’s professionals.
Participants will be engaged in ‘unpacking’ networking as a professional requirement
and rebuilding it as an activity which can be adapted to their individual skills,
knowledge and capabilities.

Key Messages:
•
•

•

Be authentic – be self aware. Plan your networking approach around this.
Be other centred – genuinely interested in other people, remembering names and
discovering common interests.
In the first instance, networking is about building relationships.

Methodology:
Use of Poll Everywhere – an online tool which enables participants to respond to open and
closed questions in real time by using their mobile phones, tablets or laptops. Responses
can be provided anonymously but viewed by all participants simultaneously.
Poll Everywhere uses a range of formats for collecting and displaying participant responses
including:
• Images where participants can point and click their responses;
• Text responses and, if desired, the capacity to up-or downvote the comments of
others to reach a form of consensus. Text responses can be displayed as text walls,
word clouds or other formats and are dynamically updated as responses come in;
and
• Multiple choice selections. The results appear in a graph which also continuously
updates until all responses have been sent.
In addition to participant responses being displayed, they are also retained in a spreadsheet
format. Whilst reports can also be generated in real-time using a number of formats, they are
not displayed in ways that are easy to read. On this occasion, participants at both sessions
were advised that a report would be generated for each session and returned to ICCWA for
distribution.

Session 1
17 people attended the session with an average engagement level calculated at 91%.
The first question on life stage was included to encourage participant responses and
familiarise them with the use of Poll Everywhere.

My suburb identified participants were from the Perth Metropolitan area Bentley, North
Perth Scarborough, Palmyra, Ridgewood, Thornlie, Mount Hawthorn, Innaloo, Karrinyup,
Clarkson and South Perth. Participants from country Western Australia included Geraldton,
Southern Cross and Northam.

Top level responses to the question on the purpose of networking are shown below.

All 17 responses received on purpose before ‘upvoting’ were:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Make friends and know different cultures
Making new friends and seeing if / how you could help them
Meeting new people and expanding my knowledge
Making friends. Knowledge and information exchange. Awareness.
Make connections and build. Relationships
Building relationships for professional and personal development. Make friends and
contacts.
Sharing information, building relationships, meeting new people
Develop relationships and partnerships with other people, organisations and
communities.
Increasing opportunities for collaboration across organisations
Building connections, being more social, feeling more confident to talk, opportunities
seeking
Meeting people, Sharing ideas
To develop working relationships/partnerships friends that is mutually beneficial and
rewarding
Engaging with people to share ideas, knowledge and skills.
Expand knowledge and seek for more opportunities
Share information and learn from like minded people
To engage others who may have similar values
Meet new people that you can collaborate with

Best/Worst experiences of networking

All 25 responses on best/worst experiences received:
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12

I got a feeling today's gonna be the best.
Best: strong partnerships developed from networking which led to great outcomes.
Worst: not realising the person I was speaking to was the keynote speaker from that
morning's session....
didnt know anyone and in a group situation a dominant person was trapping me out of
the conversation by turning their back to me while talking
Best: Reconnecting with long lost acquaintances and building a relationship with
regular catch ups.
The other person asked me what I did and even for more info...then started obviously
looking around the room for someone more interesting and useful. I just stopped
talking mid sentence. Why bother?
As a student presenting at a conference, having little confidence to make
conversation. Then realising that other people were interested in what I had to say
and a lot of great ideas were shared and I felt my contributions were valued.
Best: randomly approaching a group of people. Awkwardly saying hello and having a
really in depth conversation leading to a good work opportunity.
Used to establish successful partnerships which allow program/project development
and ongoing relationships between two sectors.
Best: developing new networks and partnerships with people who already know who
you are and what you have accomplished.
Worst: clusters of people who already know each other sticking together, making it
difficult to engage them.
As new graduate, I got my first job through network-best

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Networking only for personal advantage without trying to know or really understand
the person
Worst: Knowing nobody and struggling to find someone to talk to / someone with
shared interests.
Best: met with my mentor who I only communicated via phone, at one of the network
meetings.
The best are where people see you are alone and they actuvely draw you in
As a new graduate, I got my first job through network-best.
Met a person at a conference stayed in touch and resulted in them recommending me
for a job
Worst: Trying to network in groups of people who already have a strong network
together, leaves you ending up feeling inadequate
A great partnership was formed that seen the program I manage progress
significantly with the community I was having difficulty targeting.
Best: being offered employment opportunities through networks that I have created.
Gaining a job opportunity
Networking with a colleague who spoke for me, instead of letting me speak for myself.
Worst- Difficult to find a common ground
being acknowledged for my work contribution by my colleagues and through this a
job opportunity in another state

Top level responses to the do’s of networking after up-voting by participants are shown
below

All 28 responses on do’s received
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Be confident in your approach
Say hello to even just one person
Show genuine interest in other people
Be aware of the diversity of individuals and cultural differences that may influence your
approach
Listening and speaking with the person
Relax, smile, slow down, be interested, keep the conversation light.
Make eye contact
Keep an open mind
Listen to what others have to say
Be welcoming; don't block people out of groups with bad body language
A genuine interest in the person and the experience and ideas they have to share.
Ask questions...and then listen
Be confident and listen to what people say
Approach people with a friendly smile offering a pleasant "Hello, my name is..."
Take a lead and speak up with others, smile, prepare beforehand so that you know atleast
something about the key theme
Make introductions whenever you can, be forthcoming with your name.
Reflective listening
Confident and find a common ground for discussion
Get to know people by approaching first.
link other people together if you think they can benefit from each other
Branch out to new people, organisations and areas that you may not have already established
networks in.
Have a board conversation with any one rather than limit the conversation with those who
have common values with u
Introduce yourself in a friendly manner - shake hands is appropriate
Remember their name! Write it down after you have finishing speaking with them.
Introduce, and get to know the area of work others are doing.
Follow up with people afterwards, I.e email/LinkedIn
think of just one thing that is a safe introduction topic initially
Be friendly, approachable and keen to share ideas.

Don’ts of networking

All 25 responses on don’ts received:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Block people out of group conversations
Be offensive and rude
Probably don't hide in the toilets.
Talk about me me me
Arrogance
Don't chew gum when talking
Don't dominate the conversation and talk about yourself ... Constantly. Allow others to
contribute
Put down your phone!
Drinking too much. Water yes. Alcohol not so much.
Don't hesitate...
Don't lead with "so what do you do?". A person's is not the most important thing about
them!
Only approaching people with the intent to achieve something for yourself.
Don't take advantage
Don't be a know it all
Don't look away from people when they are talking to you
Don't sit back and spend your time staring at your phone, don't scare people by being
too talkative
Commit to something your organisation can't deliver
Make assumptions about people and what they do
Don't pretend you know everything.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Don't try to say something you are not doing.
Not really listening.
Don't talk about yourself all the time
Interrupt other people talking and making their own networks
Having body language that puts people off approaching you.
Don't be intimidating

All 20 responses on next networking event received:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Leave my phone in my handbag
Be more confident.
I will respectfully and politely avoid the people I already know instead I will make
networks with new people and get out of my comfort zone.
Less tense and smile
Not instantly go and stand with colleagues - but instead mingle more
Make an effort to talk to someone I dont know
forget about emails and phone calls; be present.
follow up with people that I meet
Try to be more extroverted and meet new people.
Know who will attend the event in advance and make some preparation
Talk with more people and be more confident.
Be more approachable....
Engage with people I don't know rather than with colleagues or friends
research who is attending and see if there is anyone that I can help; as opposed to
the other way around.
Ask for names of people talking to and try to remember it

16
17
18
19
20

Adopt Mog 'do's' on networking!
Think before I speak
Try and eat the fruit instead of the sweet stuff
Put on your best people's skills.....
Smile

Session 1 Participant Responses to Evaluation Questions

Session 2
18 people attended the second session with an average engagement level calculated at
93%. The responses to the practice session are shown in the image below.

Responses to My Suburb showed that most participants were from suburbs of the Perth
Metropolitan area including Waikiki, Jolimont, Rivervale, North Fremantle, St James, Helena
Valley, Mosman Park, Perth, Scarborough, East Victoria Park, Cloverdale Carlisle,
Westminster, Karrinyup and Harrisdale. Participants from country Western Australia included
Albany, Port Hedland and Cunderdin.
Top level responses to the question on the purpose of networking are shown below.

All 36 responses received on purpose before ‘upvoting’ were:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Sharing is caring
Build relationships and share knowledge
To meet like-minded individuals
Build community
To meet colleagues and broaden work opportunities
Sharing knowledge
Share information
To gain something from someone else
To build industry relevant links and relationships to facilitate greater delivery of
services and programs
To see how people can work together to achieve common goals
To meet people with a common interest or purpose and share knowledge and ideas.
Connecting people, ideas and seizing opportunities
Sharing is caring

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Build relationships and share knowledge
To meet like-minded individuals
Build community
To meet colleagues and broaden work opportunities
Sharing knowledge
Share information
To gain something from someone else
To build industry relevant links and relationships to facilitate greater delivery of
services and programs
To see how people can work together to achieve common goals
To meet people with a common interest or purpose and share knowledge and ideas.
Connecting people, ideas and seizing opportunities
Sharing is caring
Build relationships and share knowledge
To meet like-minded individuals
Build community
Sharing is caring
Build relationships and share knowledge
To meet like-minded individuals
Build community
To meet colleagues and broaden work opportunities
Sharing knowledge
Share information
To gain something from someone else

Best/worst experiences of networking

All 31 responses on best/worst experiences received:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Worst
Worst, not wanting to talk to anyone
Best: resulted in being employed in my dream job
Worst- not knowing what the other person is talking about
Best, finding opportunities to support your work
Best - meeting individuals who are appropriate to form partnerships with
Worst: I felt out of my league
worst being in a room where everyone (but you) knows everyone and they're really
clicky
Best, seeing people you have not seen for a long time
Worst - people speaking to you for a hidden agenda
Best: shared learning, safe sounding boards, new / strengthened partnerships and
positive outcomes for all involved
Best, at Knowledge Exchange today, having already completed the networking activity
before being aware of the activity!
Best- finding out information very useful to me that I wouldn't have come across without
networking- getting access to hard to find information.
Worst - not being able to escape talking to someone
Worst networking is on last for the day and you cant stay because you have child pick
up
Worst - talking to a person that only talks about them selves
Best - seeing what other organizations are also doing
Best - learning new skills
Best: secured a highly competitive internship
Worst: fractious working relationships, overbearing and demanding 'partners', poor
outcome for grief and efforts
Best, the feeling of momentum generated from connecting previously unknown
elements, players, interests
Worst-not having anything in common with the others
Best - meeting people where you can set up a mutually beneficial partnership
Worst, being ignored as not a senior member of staff
Best - meeting someone who has great experiences/information and is really
enthusiastic
Best: meeting professional idols
People who dominate and like to hear themselves talk
Worst: feeling out of place
Best. Finding people key to your work outcomes
Worst being ignored as not being senior
Worst people talking about families and not being able to join in because you're not out
and your workplace is conservative. Boring and intimidating

Don’ts of networking

All 28 responses to don’ts received
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Demand
Ask someone if they are pregnant
Force the conversation
Forget to ask questions
Don't tell people what their opinion should be
Sound like a salesman
Say something bitchy about another person in the room or industry
Lose eye contact
Don’t think you have all the answers
Ask favours
Try to convey something that the other individual is not interested in
Forget your business card
Talk with your mouth full
Forget that you have value
Name drop inappropriately
Being to forward
Don't judge people
Just talk. Listen as well
Just leave, stick it out and see if you can achieve something
Don't forget your business cards but also don't shove them in people's faces. Wait to

be asked.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Not being able to judge the other persons level of interest
Be confronting or unprofessional
Eat things with poppy seeds
Focus solely on what you want out of a network relationship, or press too hard
Let people bad mouth your organisation
Exclude people
Have bad breathe

Top level responses to the question on do’s of networking are shown below.

All 32 responses to the do’s of networking received:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Be confident
Ask questions
Introduce yourself
Smile
Follow up
Have some questions ready to go
Be positive
Try and find common ground
Keep an open mind
Use open body language

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Be brave
Thank people
Smile and greet people who make eye contact
Be genuine
Use their name
Congratulate someone on their presentation/work
Positive attitude
Be warm, be open, be honest, be yourself
Listen
Gage the potential interest from the other individual
Look interested and find out something interesting
Know your job
Introduce yourself to person you want to engage with and why you want to connect
be engaging
Invite people into the conversation if they're alone
Give don't just take
Have a strong hand shake, don't be a wet fish!
Be approachable
Have an inviting, passionate and enthusiastic persona while communicating
authentically with others.
30 Find the ' go to' person
31 Talk to someone who isnt engaged in conersation
32 Include

All 21 responses on resolutions for their next networking event:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Stay
Be more confident in my knowledge and background.
Engage with those who are not engaged with others.
Will branch out and meet new people rather than staying with my colleges.
Actively engage with someone i dont know
Look inviting rather than serious/bored
Be more courageous in approaching people and engaging in conversations to learn more
about what they are doing
Give a little more time to meeting and talking with the new and younger professionals in my
field
Be ready to answer 'what I have been doing' clearly so that it garners interest
Be confident and initiate conversation
After engaging with them try to communicate potential opportunities to work together
Not be afraid to approach people
Be open, genuine and approachable
Be confident enough to engage in a meaningful conversation with someone
Gravitate to people i dont know, rather than those i do
Have some questions ready to ask other people
be sure to have some questions on hand to make sure that I can be confident to find a
common link.
Try to relax and be more confident as many people are feeling the same way as you!
...clarify the most appropriate direction to focus my attention.
Not be rebuffed by people's prickliness
Have questions ready

Session 2 Participant Responses to Evaluation Questions

Given the percentage of neutral responses to the first question. A follow up question was put
to the group.
What worked well/not well during the session?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Being able to have a voice without feeling intimated to speak up
Felt more comfortable with this being anonymous
Technology fun but ironically session maybe didn't flow
not well- engaging with the group
Well. Illustrated a tool i havent used before
Mog's relaxed approach
Learning a new technique for engagement
Such a good reflection on how to approach networking
Using technology to respond to questions worked well.
The interactivity. See everyone's thoughts
Well and not well - knowing who said what
Different from the usual session
Seeing other peoples answers and being able to relate to them
worked well
Not well. Only showed one method of networking when there are
many.
networking is about talking so a whole session using pollev didn't
link us
We covered F2F networking, what about other ways to network?
Not being able to change the layout of the live poll...
More activities that got us to talk between polls

Facilitator Feedback
The point that “other forms of networking” were not included is well taken. For many people,
face to face networking may not be their first approach to making connections with others.
Speaking for myself, I have followed interest groups on the Internet, begun online
conversations and then at a much later date, met contacts face to face. I’ve been building
up a degree of trust and familiarity before meeting in person.
Because this approach to building up networks has not been the norm for my generation, it
could well be that an interactive session for online networking would be worth looking into. I
strongly suspect that most of the people attending the sessions on 26 October 2015 would
have extremely good advice to share with their older contemporaries!
Part of using Poll Everywhere is that it can be a fast and furious way of capturing and
sharing the ideas and thoughts of individuals. Participants are not ‘talking’ in the usual way
and conversations usually dominated by the more extroverted amongst us cannot occur. In a
strange way, it takes the fun out of the event. I can only conclude that incorporating round
table talk time is important for maintaining the energy and enthusiasm of a group of people
and whilst both sessions did include it, feedback indicates there wasn’t enough.
Thank you for attending the sessions and sharing your insights. Onwards and upwards,
everyone.
Mog Piasecka

